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Campo§ Crier 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE 
Ellensburg, Washington 
ANNUAL CWSC SYMPOSIUM 
COMMENCES WEDNESDAY 
Play Opening CWS Students, Service Clubs Freedom Sought 
During Sessions Date Slated Needed for Ellensburg Cleanup For Early May Man.power and support are greatly wanted and needed of 
THE SPRING quarter play. 
"Inherit the Wind," is sche-
duled to open W ediiesday, May 
12. 
Due to the coincidence of the 
production with Parents' Week· 
end, faculty night is set for 
Wednesday, May 12; student 
nights for May 12, 13, and 14; 
and Parents' night for Satur-
day, May 15. 
Important cast members not 
previously mentioned include: 
CWSC men and service clubs during Clean-up Day. 
Clean.up Day, which will begin May 1 at 9 a.rn., has a 
purpose of cleaning up part of the city of Ellensburg. It is 
sponsored by the service groups of Ellensburg which have 
done a great deal of planning 
and organizing on this project. 
It is the hope of this city 
that cwsc will give some need. 
ed support and help to make 
Clean-up Day a success. 
Th,e Student Planning Corn• 
mission has requested a token 
delegation of about three men 
from each dorm to help in this 
project. Dorm presidents are 
asked to contact Gary Anderson, 
SGA executive vice president. 
The campus service groups 
should contact Roger Gray, SG A 
president, if they would like to 
participate as a group or club. 
If interested, the committee 
has alotted certain areas. that 
will be needed to be cleaned up. 
"It is my hope that the dorms 
and service clubs can contri. 
bute several members. one 
way to establish better college-
cornrnunity relations is by parti-
cipation in this joint project," 
Gray said. 
A SYMPOSIUM is traditional· leaders. • 
ly a drinking party according to Exac~ times ~d. locations of · 
David Burt co-chairman of this symposium activities may by · 
year's symposium. found in the symposium sche- ·. 
The tradition he spoke of goes dule appearing in today's paper. 
back to the time of Socrates, T~ose chosen to introduce sym- · 
who used the word symposium posmm speakers are: P.rof~ssor 
to describe a drinking and think- Charles Blake, who will mtro-
ing party. The idea was ap. duce the Rev. Paul H~b~echt; 
parently ''In wine there is truth.'• Donna Schaplow, who . will intro. 
BURT STRESSED the idea of duce Paolo Soleri; Theodore Ber. 
freedom in Central's symposium gen, who will introduce Alice . 
to correspond with the freedom M_ary Hilton; and P~of~~sor Sid. . 
of Socrates' ses·sions. This me Mundy, who will introduce. 
means freedom to listen, freedom Robert Theobald. . 
to speak and freedom to go or PROFESSOR FRANK BACH of . 
not to go'. t?e art depa.rtmen~ will lead the · 
·"You can't require someone first panel discussion, on Thurs• 
to be free '• Burt said in re- day afternoon. Judy Barnes and ., R d R b• M 1 h s t ference to' there being no re- another student will be on this · Oun 0 In a C e quirem:nt to attend this week's ~anel assisting Bach in question. . 
symposium. . mg the four speakers. . 
Those who do go will hear four 
"I WANT A BUNNY FOR EASTER," sing the children from HES kindergarten as they prepare 
for Easter by making baskets, bunnies, and colored eggs. Standing beside their pink paper 
mache rabbit are Tim Wright and Jane Brady. Kneeling is Marisa Panattoni. 
Tom Beason as Meeker, the 
bailiff; Jaap Ger lings as Mr. 
Goodfellow, Tom Moore as Es-
terbrook, Robert Burnett as 
Sillers, Karen Linberg as Mrs. 
Blair, William Bauer as Dun. 
lap, Greg Adkins as Rev. Brown, 
Paul Alexander as Bannister, 
Dannielle Stembridge as Mrs. 
Loomis, Margot Setwart as 
Mrs. Krebs, Dale Westgaard 
as Howard, Edith Brown as 
Asst. Director, Howard John· 
son as Mayor, and Dan Cooper 
as Elijah. 
I major speeches by people well Prof;issor William Flo~dofthe F " r College Bow Team qualified to speak on the sym. education department .. will lead_ 0 · posium topic of "Man working." Friday eveni~g's panel_ discus •. 
They will also have the opport. sion. He will be assisted by. 
A POSSIBLE round • robin the matches. "A few breaks unity to participate in one of students Marsha Self and Paul 
match with Western, PLU, Whit. and we would have defeated West. seven colloquia meetings after Allen. Easter Bunny Delights 
Kindergarten Children 
By GUSSIE SCHAEFFER 
"DO YOU know what Easter 
is?" I said to the little six· 
year-old girl. Her blue eyes 
sparkled and she smiled with 
delight as she looked up quick-
ly from her play in the Kin· 
· dergarten room at HES. 
. ... Oh, yes, I know Easter," 
Heather McElroy said. "It is 
the time when the Easter bun. 
ny brings all kinds of colored 
eggs and some candy ones, 
too." 
SHE JUMPED UP and ran 
gladly out of the room with her 
red skirt and ponytail swinging 
in alternate directions. Fol· 
lowing her out into the hall we 
stopped · abruptly in front of a 
window · and gazing out was a 
pink paper mache rabbit, a 
creation of Miss Kohler's kin. 
dergarten class. 
· "I don't really believe in the 
Easter bunny," Heather said, 
"because they can't lay eggs 
you know. And besides chick-
ens don't even lay colored 
eggs. But I do believe in plain 
bunnies.'' 
MISS KOHLER believes that 
Easter is the time for new be-
ginnings. She has correlated 
Easter with a new learning unit 
on farm animals as well as us. 
ing the Easter theme in teach-
ing of rhymes, color concepts 
and identification. 
The students painted or fin. 
ger painted Easter themes, and 
they have constructed baskets 
and dyed eggs. 
The room itself has captured 
the Easter influence. Books 
line the wall on subjects of 
rabbits, chickens and other an. 
irnals of the season. 
Records are stacked beside 
the record player. Strains of 
"Peter Cottontail" by Jimmy 
Wakely, or. "I want a Bunny 
for Easter'' by Guy Lombardo, 
echo through the room as the 
students listen. They practice 
hopping to "Bunny Hop" by 
Frank Messiana and the Mav. 
ericks. 
Air Force Sets 
Art Exhibition 
An exhibition of paintings 
from the U.S. Air Force Docu. 
mentary Art collection will be 
shovm at cwsc during syrn. 
posiurn. 
The story of the United 
States Air Force, its history 
and its present day operations, 
have been depicted in this col. . 
lection of 50 paintings. The 
scenes vary among a panorama 
of world-wide activities. 
The paintings include fight. 
er pilots on alert in Japan, 
airmen preparing the X.15 for 
an altitude assault, and jungle 
survival training in Panama. 
They portray a lonely radar 
dome in an Arctic blizzard, 
construction workers in Thai-
land and jet fighters passing 
over two thousand year old 
ruins along the Appian Way. 
Original Opera Slated 
Fof Symposium Week 
"THE TELEPHONE," an op. 
era buffo, and "Sable Girl,'' 
an opera seriouso, will be the 
music. department's contribu. 
tion to this year's symposium, 
"Man Working." 
"The Telephone," a 17 min. 
ute opera is built around a 
boy, a :girl and a telephone. 
The boy is trying to propose to 
the gid but just as he is ready 
to ask the question the tele-
phone rings. Finally, he goes 
to a corner telephone booth, 
calls and proposes. The opera 
ends on a duet betWeen the two 
on the telephone. 
Sue Erickson and James 
Erickson ·are accompanied by 
a chamber orchestra. 
THE OPERA will be held 
April 22 and 24 in Hertz re-
cital hall. curtain time is 
8:15 p.rn. 
Presented on the same eve-
ning will be "Sable Girl," an 
original creation by Dr. - John 
DeMerchant, associate pro-
fessor of music. 
The forty minute opera is a 
contemporary music score 
based on a true story of a 
negro slave girl purchased by 
Mrs. Wheatly in early Arner. 
lea. The slave girl, Phyllis, 
is taught English, and within 
a year can read the New and 
Old Testament, and classics 
of the day. She has also de. 
veloped a gift of rhyme. 
SHE IS brought up as a lady 
only allowed to embroider and 
dust. A candle is lighted each 
night at her bedside and she 
writes poetry during the night. 
In 1770, Rev. Whitefield con. 
verted Phyllis to Christianity 
and she was so gratified that 
she wrote poetry about her new 
found God. 
A feeling of uneasiness de. 
veloped between the people of 
the community and the Wheat. 
ly family. The community did 
not approve of the family's 
slave being treated as a lady. 
TO SHOW the extraordinary 
abilities of Phyllis, Gov. 
Hutchin arranged for her to 
write a poem at John Hawkin's 
home. But on the way there 
the carriage in which she was 
riding was attacked by the peo-
ple of the community and Phyl. 
Us was killed. 
Dr. De Merchant wrote the 
libro and the words, designed 
the costumes and scenery. 
The members of the cast 
include: Kris Thorgaard, Mrs. 
Wheatly; Linda Strate, Mary 
Wheatly; Ron Feller, Mr. 
Wheatly; c o n n i e Esclavon, · 
Phyllis; Ken . Holgon, Male 
Choir; and Pat Smith, female 
choir. 
They will also be accompan. 
ied by a chamber orchestra. 
Students Give 
Music Recita I 
Playwrites Jerome Lawrence 
and Robert E. Lee have this 
statement to make about the 
play: 
" 'Inherit the Wind' is not 
history. The events which took 
place in ·Dayton, Tennessee, 
during the scorching July of 
The musicdepartmentwillpre- 1925 are clearly _the genesis 
_sent many of its student.perform• of this play. It has, however, 
ers in individual recitals this an exodus entirely its own. 
quarter at Hertz recital hall. ONLY A handful of phrases 
For some seniors, this recital have been taken from the actual 
is one requirement 'for gradua. transcript of the famous Scopes 
tion withdepartmentalhonors.in 1 trial. Some of the characters 
music. others may receive little of the play are related to the 
but the Personal satisfaction of colorful figures in that battle 
having succeeded in this test of giants; but they have life 
of skill and endurance of their and language . ,of. theit own-:-
major instruments. and, therefore, names of thefr 
Both vocalists and instrumen. own. · 
talists will be represented. one The greatest reporters and 
graduate student and three under. historians of the century have 
classmen will also be givingre. ' written millions of words about 
citals. the "monkey trial." We are 
Performing will be: indebted to them for their bril· 
April 11 Virgil Kocher, Clari· lant reportage. And we are 
net 2:00 p,m.(senior) grateful to the late Arthur Gar• 
May 2 Susan Erickson, So- field Hays, who recounted to us 
prano 3:00 p.m. (senior) much of the unwritten vividness 
May 7 Michael Elvestrorn, of theDaytonadventurefromhis 
Baritone, and McEwen Walters, own memory. and experience. 
Piano 7:30 p.m. (juniors) The collision of Bryan and 
May 9 Richard Ruth, Tenor Darrow at Dayton was dramatie, 
3:00 p.m. (senior) but it was not a drama. More. 
May 16 Patricia Smith, So- over, the issues oftheir conflict 
prano, and Gary Welch, Bari- have acquired new dimensions 
tone 8:00 p.rn. (seniors) and meaning in the thirty years 
May 16 Adele Blankenship, since they clashed at the Rhea 
Piano 4:30 p.m. (freshman) • county Courthouse. So 'Inherit 
May 23 Kenneth Hodgson, the Wind' does not pretend to be 
Tenor 4:00 p.m. (graduate) · journalism. It is theatre. It 
May 25 Leota Tucker, Piano is not 1925. The stage direc-
8:00 p,m. (senior) tions set the time as 'Not too 
May 31 Paul Piersall, Bari- long ago.' It might have been 
tone, 8:00 p.rn. (senior) yesterday, 
worth, Seattle Pacific, and Stan. ern in the first game and the each speech. 
ford awaits the Central Washing. match, and the performance at IN ADDITION to the core of SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE 
ton college bowl teain May 1 in Seattle Pacific was very satis. the symposium program, several Wednesday, April 21 
the first home competition for fying considering the trip from further opportunities for enrich- 8 p.m., Paul Harbrecht: "Na. 
central this season. Bellingham and the early hour ment will be offered during the ture, Man and Work," Nicholson 
In last weekend's road trip, of the match, he added. days of symposium. pavilion. . 
Central split two matches and THE VICTORY over Seattle "End Game," a play by Sam- 9:15 p.rn., Colloquia sessions 
six games with Western and Seat. Pacific was Central's first in. uel Beckett, produced and di- Thursday, April 22 
tle Pacific. ter-collegiate college bowl vie- rected by a student, Darrel Carr, 9: 15 a. m., Alice Mary Hilton: 
THURSDAY EVENING Western tory in three years of cornpeti. will be presented on the evenings "Work and Labor in an Era of 
took the Wildcat's measure, win. tion. of Thursday, April 22, and Sat. Transition," Nicholson pavilion. 
ning the first two games of the urday, April 24. 10:30 a.m., Colloquia sessions. 
three game match by scores of / · D b t A PROGRAM of two operas 1 p.m., 1st Symposium Panel, 
135-115 and 210.130. Central SS u es e a e will also be offered on those two Nicholson pavilion. 
came back to take the final, evenings. Central music faculty 2:30 p.m., Films:_ "A Nous La 
;;~~~~by ~e~~t~o:%~~s, West. Set_ for cw . ;i~::r~n:0o~~th~~:~:~:~a~; ~~f:~~;;oM~~~xi~es,~~McCon-
Friday morning central in. · · . Child." This is the story of a 4:30 p.rn., Informal Coffee 
S tt P if' Cha Students are needed to parti.. young slave girl who astounded Hour, Whitney hall. 
vaded the ea le ac ic p. cipate in the AMERICAN ISSUES white society with her intelli-. 8.· 15 p.m., Play.· "End Game," el to sweep two straight from t b 
the Falcons, 225-195 and 270·. DEBATE TOURNAMENT 0 . e gence and her poetry. The other McConnell auditorium. 
170. Seattle Pacific won the held here May 7.and 3,acc~rdmg opera presentation is "The Tele• 8:15 p,m., Operas: "The Tele. 
third game 340.200. centraltook to Dr. Jon Ericson, chairman phone" by Gian Carlo Menotti, phone" and "Sable Child,"-Hertz 
total points, 725-705. of the speech department. Dr• a light comedy about a lover's Music hall. 
S t . th W t M t h Ericson has stress.ed tha~ pre- plight. Friday, April 23 
tar mg e es ern a c es vious debate experience is not Films will be shown in Mc- · 9.·15 a.rn., Robert Theobald.· were Mike Callow, Mark Jepsen, 
Bob Stanford and George Stoe. necessary. Connell Auditorium on Thursday "The Impact of Technological 
bel. Phil scaeffer r replaced The question for debate is and Friday afternoons. "A Nous Change on Work, the Economy, 
Jepsen in the second game and resolved: That Civil Disobedt. La Liberte" and "Exiles" Will and Society," Nicholsonpavilion. 
was relieved by Jill Fugate in ence is currentl_Y a .~stu;iable be playing Thursday and "The 10:30 a.rn.,Colloquiasessions. 
the third round. means of advancing civil rights. Given Word" on Friday. 1:45 p.m., PaoloSoleri: Special 
CALLOW, MISS FUGATE, San. Opportunity wil.1 be given to de. Friday's film will follow a showing of slides of his· work, 
ford and stoebel started Friday b~te on both si~e~ of the ques. special showing of slides by the McConnell auditorium. 
. with Scaeffer replacing Stoebel 1 hon, or to participate on eit~er speaker of that evening, Paolo 3:15 p.rn., Film: "The Given 
in the second game and Jepsen the affirmative or n.egative si e. Soleri. Soleri's slides show the Word," McConnell auditorium 
and stoebel taking the place of Student speakers will be plac~d work he has done as an archi- 8:15 p.rn •• Paolo Soleri: "The 
Callow and Miss Fugate in the in either the novice or varsity tect and craftsman. Genesis of Leisure: Sloth Man, 
third. division so that each speaker Bouillion Man, or Aesthetic 
may participate. at his own level AN INFORMAL coffee hour Man,, Nicholson pavilion 
"I was very pleased with the 
team's performance in both 
matches," Bruce Andrews, Cen. 
tral' s intercollegiate college 
bowl chairman, said following 
of experience. Guests from sponsored by Whitney hall on 9. i5 p m Coffee Break pavt. 
Pacific Northwest schools, San Thursday afternoon will give stu. lion' lobby ·• ' . 
Francisco State College, and dents an opportunity to meet 9.30 p 'rn Final Symposium 
Stanford University will partict. and.talk informally with thesy~. Pan'el. • ·• 
pate. · posmrn speakers and colloquia Saturday, April 24 
Speakers ContemplateMan, Work~~~:~~;~;.~;~ 
· · Science Profs 
THE REV. . PAUL HAR· published in 1963. The follow• presented many addresses on the field of architecture as hu. 
BRECHT, Dean of the Univer- ing books are either in press or the subject. man ecology. 
sity of Detroit School of Law, in preparation: The Cybercul. His numerous publications in. Articles about Dr. Soleri and 
will be the opening speaker of tural Revolution - Cybernation elude The Rich and The Poor, his work have appeared in 
this year's Symposium; his top. and Society, The Individual in The Challenge of Free Markets, Architectural Forum, Art and 
ic, "Nature, Man and Work." Society, What is Cyberculture? Free Men and Free Markets, Architecture Architectural Rec. 
His major areas of interest and The Cybercultural Revolu. The New Nations of West Africa, ord Time ' Saturday Evening 
are economics and law. Father tion-Transition to Human Civ. Britain and the Sixties, National Po;t Esquire current L' Arch-
Harbrecht's writings indicate ilization. Development Efforts, Profit Po. itect:U.e D' A~jourd'hui Indus. 
interest in the American capi. tential in the Developing Coun- trial Design and othe'r rnaga-
talistic system in general, par. tries, and Talking Cybernation. zines. 
ticularly the corporation, the DR. PAOLO SOLER!, archi-
changing nature of the idea of tect and craftsman, will be the 
property, and union pension final speaker of the Symposium 
funds. on "Man Working." 
Pension Funds and Economic Dr. Soleri came to the United 
Power, 1959, and Toward the States from Italy in 1947 to work 
Paraproprietal Society, 1960 for a year and a half with Frank 
are included among his publi- Lloyd Wright. Since then he has 
cations. Another book will be done buildings in Italy and the 
published soon. Father Har. United States. A Guggenheim 
brecht has also written for a grant for 1964-65 will permit : 
variety of journals and rnaga- him to do further research in 
zines. 
ALICE MARY HILTON will 
speak of "Work and Labor of 
Transition'' on the second day 
of · the Symposium. She is not 
only a trained mathematician, 
electrical engineer and con. 
sultant to computing machine 
manufacturers and users, but 
her interests and concerns ex. 
tend broadly into the arts and Rev.PaulHarbrecht 
elude Bartleby, The American ·· 
Dream, which was just cornplet. Subm1·t Papers 
ed, and The Monkey and the Fox: .. 
Kyogen In America. made on a . . . 
grant for the Rockefeller . Dr. Edward Kluckmg, as.sist. 
Foundation. · mg professor- of geology at Ce~ 
His novel The Private World tral"' presentedtwopaperstothe . 
of Cully P~wers, has'..won At. 38th ann~al ~~eting of theNorth-
lantic "first•• and Emily Clark west Sc1entif1c Association. at 
Balch prizes. His critical book Portland State College, April 9. 
is Novels Into Film. 10. . . 
Professor Gillingham is as. H1;5 paper m th~ bot~;-zoology 
sociate professor and chairman sect10n was e~htled Acrodro. 
of the department of economics rnal ~enation m the Fossil Re. 
at the University of Washington. cord. The second paper, 
He is nationally reci:>gnized for "Some Fossil J'.lants from the 
his work in labor management Nach~s Fo;,matio~ of central 
and economics and is called Washington, "'.as m the geology. 
upon frequently to arbitrate la. geogra~h! section. 
bor disputes. Pres.idmg over the Scie~ce 
He is the author of The Team. Education section af the meeting 
sters on the west coa5t, and co. was Dr. John Schrad~r, profe~ 
author of The Toledo Plan. sor of science education at Cen. 
tr al. 
WeGoofed .•• 
the social sciences. ROBERT THEOBALD, the 
Mrs. Hilton founded the In· third symposium speaker, will 
stitute for Cybercultural Re- discuss "The Impact of Tech· 
search, which indicates her con- nological Change on Work, the 
cern about the impact of com. Economy and Society." He is 
puting machines on the indi- an industrial consultant in New 
victual and on society. She be. York. 
Three guests in addition to the 
speakers have been asked to 
lead colloquia sessions this 
year: Stimson Bullitt, George 
Bluestone, and J. Benton Gilling. 
ham. 
The CRIER incorrectly re• 
ported facts concerning the 
SGA Book Exchange in last 
week's issue. Corrections 
are: The Spur exchange is 
SGA sponsored, not Spur 
sponsored; therefore, any 
profit goes to the student gov• 
ernrnent a s s o c i a t i o n. 
No specific calculations on 
the amount made at the ex. 
change have been made, Kathy 
Sopp, Spur president said, 
lieves that the evolution of com. Theobald's area of major in. 
puting machines has occurred terest is economics, particular. 
much faster than expected, and ly the effects of automation and 
that the age of cyberculture cybernation on the economy and 
threatens to overtake. our so- on society. He has participated 
cial inventiveness. in a great number of seminars, 
Her book," Logic, Computing conferences and projects in the 
Machines, and Automation, was area of cybernation, and has Allee Mary Hilton 
A lawyer and business execu. 
tive, Mr. Bullitt is president of 
King Broadcasting Company. He 
is also author of the book To 
Be A Politician, published in 
1959. 
Bluestone is a film.maker and 
fiction writer. His films in. 
I 
\ 
Robert Theobald 
Spurs are paid a wage for 
services and responsibilities 
taken during the book ex. 
change and the final figures 
cannot be stated. until all 
books and money have been 
returned, Miss Sopp said, 
Symposium Seen as Contribution 
. . . . -
To Individual's Mental Maturity 
Next week students and faculty at cWsc 
will for the fourth time have the privilege 
of attending a symposium on American val• 
ues. 
This is an opportunity few colleges pre-
sent. Yet, this alone is not adequate reason 
1 to attend. . Many students on campus will 
decide, or have already decided, not to ato 
tend. To these students few things outweigh 
the opportunity of getting away from the books 
and college for a few days. 
Why should one attend the symposium then? 
Because some prOfessors require it? A_gai!, 
this is an inadequate reason. Newspaper 
accounts of ·the speeches are easily copied. 
There is only one reason to attend, This 
is a .desire for ·intellectual stimulation and 
the resulting growth as an individual. 
This year's topic, "Man Working," although 
a distasteful subject to some, should be as 
worthwhile as past topics have been, All 
but a few will have to do a certain amount 
of work in their lifetime. 
For those who wiil be faced with work 
throughout the greater part of their lives, 
the symposium will offer an opportunity to 
consider 'work not only from an. economic 
standpoint, but also from the "psychological, 
spiritual, socia.l, .and moral" implications 
of the activity. 
For those who would ignore an opportunity 
to examine .. this important aspect of their 
lives, we have no. time.;;_as they have no time 
for the symposium, 
. To those who attend, we feel sure they 
will come away from thesymposiumwithsome 
new thoughts on the subject. . If not, the 
symposium. will have ·failed for the first 
time. 
Why not .at least examine it, sample it, 
and then evaluate it? It will hardly hurt 
to do so, 
PRA 
Viet Nam Alternatives Questioned 
ALTHOUGH MANY persons oppose the so. 
called "escalation" of the war in Viet Nam, 
what are the alternatives? 
If we refuse to maintain our position .in 
Viet Nam, it is likely we can add .another 
number to our list of defeats such as Korea, 
"the war nobody won." 
Perhaps a lesson was learned there that 
will not be soon forgotten. 
THE INCREASED air strikes .against Viet 
Cong military installations and supply depots 
show the Chinese Communists that the U.S. 
is earnest about maintaining the position 
of the free world in Southeast Asia', . · 
·Moreover, specially trained Marine corps 
divisions are now carrying the ground war 
·to the Viet Cong in their own terms. No 
longer are the ambushes only against the 
:u.s. and South Vietnamese forces. The enemy 
·is beginning to feel the bite too. 
We agree it is a dirty war-a war that 
costs American lives; both. civilian and mili· 
tary. However, it is. a necessary war if 
the U.S. and the free world are to maintain 
their position against the Communists: 
IF ONLY VIET NAM were at stake, the 
fight would still be necessary. However~ 
the implications . of the surface war . extend 
to a deep ideological .conflict. We believe 
in" our kind of. freedom. The Communists 
do not. Not only do they disagree with it, 
they would suPt>ress any. opportunity it had .to 
grow. 
Our allies, Englanc.l especially, would like 
to see peace negotiations begun. So would 
America, bµt n.ot ··on terms where. only the 
U.S. makes concessions. Moreover, in the 
past the Chin'ese Communists have never 
conceded-:-they have only delayed, to their 
advantage. . · PRA 
TAKING SHAPE 
letters ••• 
Value of Man's Work Discussed ::i~~~t~t~:~~toinl~~ ~!e~?; 
Crier contained not one word For Sympo· s·1um· Week 
Varied Movies Slated 
CAMPUS CRIER, Fri., April 16, 1965 
Fresh Gr~de A Milk 
Winegar' s Drive-In Dairy 
. GRADE A MILK - 69c GALLON· 
Open 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Daily 
419 West 15thWoldale Road 
CARL YLE.'S. 
CAFE 
Page ,2. 
' 
· Party Punch 
75c 
'Busi·nessmah +s 
Special 
. A Gallon 80c 
~untain . Service 
409 NORTH PINE 
Dorothy McCullough Music 
Phone 
'25-2671 
' 
·.Band Instruments 
Pianos and Organs ' 
Sheet Music and Supplies 
Music Instruction. 
Hi-Fi and Stereo Sets· 
T ~pe Recorders 
Guitars 
, "comer of 
3rd and· Pine B.y· . Central Soci olog: y P_rof .... e. ·.sso r ~~::0::£:~;:01~~::E~~ "WORKING IS Man's gre~test directed . and produced by ~-
. terly fiasco in the registration function. He is nothing, he .can George Bluestone, aparticipant ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
By CHARLES H. HAWKINS ing of one's own activities cannot be useless. line. The cry goes out to the do nothing, fulfill nothing with- in this year's symposium, the if 
SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR THIS SOCIOLOOIST and his students have start of everyquarterbutquick· out working," is the theme film evokes critical language 
MEN AND Their Work is a collection of delved in some outof .the way places; jani- ly dies; maybe the students hope depicted by four films during comprised of such terms as 
papers by Everett c. Hughes, a sociologist, tors, junk men, dallce musicians, boxers, · that next time their name Will symposium on April 22 and 23. metaphysical despair, mean· 
There is an indirect implication in his writ. policemen, osteopaths, industrial doctors, be in a more advantageous posi- A documentary, "The Exil. ingless labor, human responsi. 
ing about the value of work. In our society, commercial artists, Negro lawyers. Some tion on the list. es," will deal with the lives of bility, suicidal loneliness and 
as many have noted, economic activities have of the more prominent features of the econo- ·This school has outgrown in· three young ·Indians who have impotent dread. 
become institutionally separated from family mic terrain have also been worked over: come from their reservation "THE GIVEN Word," a Bra. 
life, politics, religion, education and art. It he has lots. of material on priests and has person registration as the long into Los Angeles. The camera zilian film with English sub. 
has often been inferred that life differentiation apparently studied the .Catholic Encyclopedia lines at the crying tables at. shows them torn between two titles, is written and directed 
. test. Bureaucratic bungling in b has entailed a loss of meaning in work. This thoroughly;. the· medical professions and hos. the guise of efficiency can worlds andfolfowsthem through . Y Anselmo Duarte. The film .. 
view Hughes challenges. pitals are discussed frequently. He com. handle only so many students 14 hours of drinking, cardJ)lay. is concerned with the irrespon. 
TWO MAIN concepts are used, both of which ments in several places on the college pro- before Central will have to goto ing, picking up girls, and final. · sible struggle of the spirit 
demonstrate the personal significance of .fessor and on secondary teachers. A re- ly fighting on a hilltop, against the materialism and 
. · an advance registration pro. 
economic activity: The first is informal re. markable number of lmiformities are found · KENT MacKENZIE, produc- convention of our modern way gram. But when? · · lationships in industrial institutions (including in these areas.. er, writer, director, shows of life. It is a symbolic study 
b,!lreaucracies). A huge variety ,of_,s\11;> 1:r;Qsa ._ • . i l;.J~e.Illie @d man~a._te, h ...E\. a,ssi:irts,in .. a. pa .. per... or· .. 0 . .· · ld k .. throug. h, his. film .an account .. whic. h .traces the ffi.~\:!,,,.o,+. an,, 
" ·· b th t · c ursei ·one .•cou as t:<• ·. . " lf 
s.ocial patterns have been found :to exist; a~l 1 .:, ••• ~c .a )la.1I1,e1, are common ~d pez:haI>~,,UJl~·., so many questions•if·Mwantl:!d':•·J>f a, people ahen .. m our modern unse ish man ril!~.~r:W.Ol'.l<.l tha,t,,;,c ,., , 
work groups have them. The secend-·is,,the. versal attributes. of oc~µpations, . The oc. · ··· ··• ···· .... ···Society •. •·•"" ·•·· ... :: .. ; .. ·.. . . refuses to care. Bra,zi.l Rf.to- ,, 
career of the.worker. one's"occupation is·-a:-· ·-cupant has the right -to -a certain set of. to,. 9.F·i: ca:r;ed enougn •. .These n "A Nous.· La Lfuerte,''' For Cii:ty' is shown as,. a hountry 
series of stages and transitions (rites of activities and. other PEl.OPle are restricted complamts are heard daily over us Liberty, is a 1931 French in which diverse cultures in· 
passage), not without contingencies at var. from them; he or she also is entitled to tell a cup of coffee but _no one ev~r .. film that bas English subtit- · termingle and where Christian 
ELLENSBURG 
FLORAL SHOP' 
"Flowers for All Occasions" 
For fine courteous service 
at fair prices-
See' 'tetfna<·and. Gale Hart 
• -I , ",.':" '""'. ~ ~ '·~ 
3rd and Pearl-Next to tbe Post Office . 
Phone 925-5558 ious points, through which life's dynamic is others about the job, Public relations are a seems to do· anythmg about it. les~ Rene. Clair, ·director, at. and pagan religions exist side. ~~ ~of~~;~~~~~ ~~~~~a~-~~~~~~~so-b~y~s=M=e~·--------~~~===========~~~=========~~-AN IMPORTANT point made by Hughes is varies: . . . .. . . sive SGA legislature and a cam. - ciety. The .. film is a satire r 
that in our society all occupations in which ''SCHOOL TEACHERS in our society, as pus newspape7-maybe you can on, the effects of mechaniza. 
there is communication between workers individuaJl?, have .little license to think get some action out_ of them. tion on human beings, 
are in the process of developing a common thoughtswhich.6thersdon'tthink.theyaren't A few peo~le askmg so~e THE TWOfilmswillbeshown 
culture and collective image •. This is pro- even supposed to think the nastier thoughts questw~s might accompllsh Thursday April 22 in McCon. 
fessionalization. The aim is. to present to that others dotl:\ink ••• Their mandate seems somethmg; you never know un. ii.ell auditorium at 2:30 p.m. 
self and to others a satisfactory identity. to .be limited to defining matters of pedaogy l~ss you try. Of course, ques. On Friday, April 23 at 3:15 
In some cases· this involves aping the old and is strongly questioned even on that hons make waves; waves are p.m., "Bartleby" and "The 
· professions: the priesthood, the military, medi- _point." (PP, 85-6) . · uncomfortable to some people, Given Word" will be shown 
cine, law and education. In others a different HUGHES HAS become known as an ex. and some ·people uncomfor. "Bartleby'' ·is a· 31 minut~ · 
impression is sought. . A very common airri pert on professions, . The career line which table make Red Tags, So may. dramatic film based on a tale 
is status; another is job control, Both in· leads out or direct practice of the profession be. we ought to forge~ the whole of Herman Melville· Written 
v_olve establis. hing a culture within the oc- and into adminis.trati_on or teaching is. a thmg, someone else is bound to · ' ' 
do it sooner or later. ( Cal d cupational group which is accepted by that common one (p. 134) •.. Thus, as one "ad. Phil Schaeffer ampUS en Gr 
part of society with whom these workers vances" in the profession, he comes to take 
must deal. Hughes continually focuses upon on tasks which he had not known existed Senio~ FRIDAY 
the other people in an institution. As es. and. the activities he origiilally assumed would · Crimson Corals Swim. Show, 
sential point is that what we call work is not comprise his work are left behind •. A num- Professors· Travel "Fantasy in Space'' 8 p,m., 
simply an activity but it is something done to ber of interesting observations are made Nicholson pavilion. 
try to make some point with other people. about the service occupations ("instititions T A d Glyndauer dance, 9 p.m., SUB 
There is no such thing as natural work; where things are done for or to people"). 0 ften Meeting Ballroom. 
it is intrinsically social. This does not People sometimes assume that in these voca. Movies: "All the King's Men" 
imply that man takes a passive role toward tions there is no such things as controlling Two members of Central's fa. 7 p,m, 
society in the determination of his work· one's effort to do "a fair day's work for culty were in Portland April 9 "Visit to a Small 
quite the contrary, He works out with other~ a fair day's pay.'' . The . writer points out and 10 for a meeting of the Planet'' 10 p.m. 
what his labors will be and what they will that not only is this not true of the ser. Northwest Scientific Association. SATURDAY 
realize. · vice occupation~ but in fact they tend even They were Dr. R. D. Peterson, Crimson Corals Swim Show, 
THE SIGNIFICANCE of work is revealed more to try to set their own norms than oI the B'Usiness and Economics ·"Fantasy in Space' 8 p.m.,, 
by Hughes in a favorite technique, contrast. do the production vocations •. The services department and Dr. Martin Ka. Nicholson pavilion. 
ing in his famous paper, "Institutional Office are jobs in which .the material(people) talks atz, of· the Geography depart. Rally Club dance, 9 p,m,, SUB 
and the Person.'' Two opposite viewpoints back. ' ment. Ballroom. 
are used:. what is there of the individual READERS WHO enjoy Whyte's "T.heOrgani. Dr. Peterson presented a paper Movies: "Visit to a Small 
in the institution iil which he works?; Hughes' zationMan" or some oithepopulardebunkers entitled "Some Aspects of the Planet" 7 p.m. 
ideas neither ridicule our way of life nor are such as Vance Packara,"wrn oe nappy wmi Interdisciplinary Approach to "All theKing'sMen''. 
they practical recipes for success in'Ameri. this book" It is a major source of many Marketing," Thepaperreported 10 p,m. 
can establishments. They are insights into of these views. Moreover, the content is "how certain subject-matter· TUESDAY 
work, both vocational .and avocational, pre. not only more .succinct and better document. areas have supported market. Deadline forassuredwithdraw. 
sented in a very readable way. Understand. ed but Hughes is aiso more objective. ing efforts." al from class. 
. CONVENIENT O:N-CAMPUS 
·DBT CLEANING 
The quick Self Service Way 
Only $1.75 an 8-lb. load . 
and save at least $5 each time! 
IT'S EASY! Using the sprayer we provide, just lightly 
spray your clothes around the collars, cuffs, under the 
arms and all spots, place in the machine, close the door 
and insert 7 quarters in the slot. (Don't forget to bring 
quarters.) 
* Pressing is unnecessary if your clothes weren't 
wrinkled when you brought them in. 
* 90% of your clothes will not need professional spotting 
. so think of the savings! 
· * Convenient hours - every day including Sundays 
until 9p.m. 
TRY IT NOW! 
COLLEGE PLACE 
LAUNDROMAT 
On corner a~ross from Munson and Science Bldg. 
campus er1er T~=~~:e~:~:;I~ 9~~23 :JJ~;J~~!, "Man ~orking." 
Publl1hed every· Friday, except teat WHk and holldaya, during the year Symposium, "Man Working." 
and by~weakly during summer ae•lon ae the official publication of the 
Student .Government Aaaoclatlon of Central WHhlngton State College, FRIDAY 
Ellenaburo; · Printed by the Record Preaa, Ellenaburg. Entered .. Symposium, "Man Working.'' 
••cond claae matter at 'the Ellenaburo pollt office. Represented for na. Kent Merid;nn hi'gh school or 
tlon_al .advettlalng by National. Advertfalng ServlCHi Inc., 11 E. 50th • ...,.. • 
at., New York city. . . . chestra and chorus concert 12 
STAFF: PAUL ALLEN, Editor-in-chief; D' Ann Dufenhorst and noon, Hertz Recital hall~ 
B,ob McDaniel, Associate Editors, Mike Ingraham, Sports Editor; D S ·y • h 
Margie Fields, News. Editor; Gussie Schaeffer, Feature Editor; GnCe et Onlg t 
Kathy Halvorsen, Head Copy Editor; Sharon Barth, Joel Mi lier, 
Sally Shriver,/ Kugie Louis, Copy Editors, Steve Mohan, Assis-
tant Sport.s Editor; Don Sharp, Business Manager; Larry Stanfel, 
Assistant Business Manager. 
Distributors of .... 
For Home Delivery o! Dai·ry Products 
Call: 
THE DAIRY MART 
925-0441 
"Au Go Go," featuring the 
Scotts men, will . be presented 
Friday, 9·12 p.m., in the SUB 
ballroom by Glyndauer Manor. 
The ballroom will be decor. 
ated for a discotheque atmos. 
phere and. r,efreshments may 
be purchased and taken to 
tables. Admission prices will 
be 75 cents stag and $1.25 
drag. Casual clothes should 
be worn. 
Welcome Wildcats 
Dave's 
Barber Shop 
"Dave, Lee, Jim" 
Open 9.-6; 925-5255 . 
205 .E. 8th 
Win a Honda 
Just for being born 
Your own birth date may have already won you a' 
Honda. in Parker Pen's Birthday Sweepstakes! 
For example, if your birth date is December 1st, 1942, your entry is 12-1-42. Just fill in the . . 
co.upon below-take it to your Parker Dealer for hi~ signature-and then send it to us. And you ~ .. 
might as well know this: you winners have your choice of ~ PA R K E R; ::.· · 
Hondas ••• the powerful C-110, or the deluxe CA·l02. T "' 
Congratu1av,.:oos ! ·... · 
New Compact Jotter. First girl·size ball pen made 
for girt-size hands. Uses the big 80,000-word Jotter 
refill. $1.98. 
;. ::: 
'. J1ig; 
i w--mwe= 
' T-Ball Jotter. The world's first ball pen with stain-
less steel-writes a clean, clear line up to 80,000 
Words, $1.98. 
Palfler 45 Comertible. The pen that fills two ways-
with handy reserve ink cartridJes, or from an ink 
bottle. Standard model-$5.00. 
Maker of the world's most wanted pens 
r~-------~-----------------------, l Take this coupon to your Parker Pen Dealer I l or get a coupon from him I 
I I 
l ~- I I I l Addre I 
I I 
I City State I 
I I 
I See your Parlltr Dealer right IWl1 for complete Sweepstakts 1 
I rules. No purchase required. Contest voided In Wisccnsfn, I 
I New Jersey, 111d wherever else prohibited bJ law. Contest I 
1 closes APrfl 30, 1965. 1 l Send to "Parbr Snepatltft,• p, t. IOll 4909, Chlca10 Ill. l 
I 60677 ' I 
I Birth Date I 
, l I ~ONTH I DAY I ~ i 
-o '"' + iaa ru111 ,.. co ...... ,, 1111nrLL1, w1sco1111, •·•·•· 1 "' ~ ~ Dealer Sl1Mturt 1 
ii!»! 
- '*" m && a wa 
From the Sidelines by Steve Mohan 
'Guest Columnist . 
the errors could have been avoided had it 
not been for the carryover effect of the wind. 
Many times fielders misjudged fly balls, 
which only compounded defense problems. 
CLIFTON HURT 
~AMPUS CRIER, Fri.,_ April 16, 1965 Page 3 
Cinder Squad 
Battles Savages 
. - . ' . . 
This . writer was very much impressed 
with the way the Central track team whipped 
Whitworth last Saturday, by a score more 
than triple the opponents. Coach Art Hutton 
was pleased with the way the boys got in 
and really put forth. Central's 08.ll club is also hampered by 
the fact that . one of its better pitchers Is 
out of action with a bad back. Jim Clifton, 
who for some time now has had muscle pro-
blems while pitching, is now biding his time, 
hoping his back will heal. 
The Wildc~tTrack team will r20 HH .:.....:. Johnson (C), LSI" 
travel to. Cheney this weekend, Brie (W), Fancher (W), 15.1.:. 
facing . a dual meet . with the .Jav - Karas (C), Louis (C)• · 
. KJOLSO WINS. 
'special congratulations are in order for 
another member of the track squad, Last 
. Saturday, . Jim Kjolso did an outstanding day's 
work, winning three events and being part 
of the winning 440.yard relay team. Kjolso, 
who won the 100.yard dash, the 220.yard 
dash and the broad jump, tied stadium re. 
cords in the first two events. 
_WINDY GAME 
This corner would like to extend congratula-
tions' to golf Coach A. L. "Bink' Beamer 
a:na··fhe team for beating st. Martin's and 
tying_ UPS in the last match. 
. , N~,W FOOTBALLERS 
Eastern . squad tomorrow at , Esser (C), 210.111,4. ' 
1:30. The.Savages seem, to 880..;....McKnight(W),Boora(C), · 
be strong all•around, witl). but. .. Reid. (C), 1:55.8. 
standing performers, a. l s o~ 220 - Kjolso (C), Beiber (C)I · 
Among Eastern'$ _outstanding Stagner (C), 22.0. . .. · 
performers is Dean Adams. in 440 - Wenman (C), Lloyd (C). 
the triple jump. Also, .Chliek Brunaugh (C), 51.2 •. 
Vessenger is good in the· pole 330 --" Lloyd (C), LaBrie (W), 
vault, while Ron Uhl Is good Fancher (W}, 40.3 •....... ·.· ... 
in the sprints. Two-Mile _: Moore ·(W)1 unt; it dldn't ,look "so good for the Central 
baseball team last week, but Mother Nature 
had more to say about it than did the coaches, 
Errors ran high for both teams, most of 
whic}l could be attributed to the high winds. 
Short pop fly balls as well as long drives 
were altered considerably by· the intense 
Southeasterly winds. Many batters were rob-
bed of legal hits by the wind blowing the ball 
into foul territory. On the other hand, many 
high foul balls were blown fair. A lot of 
At this writing, the coaches are starting 
to recruit new members for the squads for 
next year. Coach Mel Thompson has high 
hopes for Jake Collins, George Beardmore, 
Wes Leid, and ·Phil Harvey. Many of the 
rest of the hopefuls have not yet decided 
where they will attend, although most of 
them favor Central. This corner wishes 
CATS DUMP WHITOWRTH . mon (W), Olsen (C), .10:09.t. 
Central completely dominated Mile Relay - Central (Beiber; · 
last week's track meet, ·beating Brunaugh, . Mechle n b u r ~. · · 
. ·to extend lots of luck to ·all coaches tn their: jobs of recriiifing. ' . · · 
Whitworth by more than tr:iple Wenman), 3:33.3, · ' 
their score. Jim Kjolso took a PV - Mead (C), Triplett (C), 
trilogy of first places; by win; :Rideout (W), 13-6. . ': 
ning the 100.yard dash in .• 09'.6; TJ -"' Johnson (C), . Louis (C),' 
·the 220.yard dash in :22.0.anci · Douglas (C), 42-11%. · 
the broad jump with a leap of Dis - Stenerson (C), cox (C), . 
22 feet. and 10% inches, . ~ Baskett (C), 151-0 •.. 
Kjolso, also. cornb.ined with Mile - Moore (W), Englund(~~ 
Fred Beiber, Dennis Esser and Minnick (W), 4:33.0. , 
Gary .Stagner to win the .440. & f W •t p ' 
yard relay in a: time of :46,6. 0 s rl e ~pers ' 
In the mile relay,· Stagner, con. An I 
nie Englund, Jim Reid and Jim r nua Meeting . Cat Baseball Team 
Meets Whitworth 
Boora also won in a t.ime of Fout of central'S staff pre. 
3:33;3. ·. ·.· ·. ·. . . . ' ..... ·. ' sented papers to the annual mf!et.~ .· 
CENTRAL,.SWEEPS EVENTS liig of the Northwest Bird.and 
The. Wildcats made clean Mammal Society March 27 at 
SW(ileps in five events, which central. This marked the .tfi'St · · 
included the 440~yard dash, .the time that central had bost~· 
220.yard dash, the javelin.toss, the meeting. . . ·· : 
Central's baseball team will 
go on the road this week, play. 
· ing two seven-inning games at 
Whitworth. 
Meanwhile Western had added J1m Staff 3 O the discus andthe triple jump, Curt Wiberg, assistant prof~ 
three runs in the fourth inning, Al Scott 2 O Wayne .Johnson performed act. sor of biology, gave a paf)ef: 
then more. than duJ>licate<l the John Hartle 3 1 inirably in both trackand fiel.d entitled "Ecology of theScablaad 
feat by adding another four Gene Crater 3 0 events, winning the high .hurd. Lakes;" Dr •. Edward Kluck~, 
in the top of the fifth. Sam Chastain 2 1 les .·· in a time ·of :15.1, and assisting . professor of geology, 
TI.le Cats then rallied when Don Goetschuis l 0 o winning ,the triple jump with presented his paper, "Ple~ 
Jim Staff's triple drove one wwsc ·· AB R H CRIMSON CORAL'S WATER BALLET SHOW, "Fantasy in Space" will debut tonight at .s ~ l~ap of 42 feet _and H % cene Mammals of central Wdh-' 
'.'I'm not sure how the game 
wlll turn out,'' commented 
Coach Jim Nylander, "as Whit. 
worth was beaten by Eastern 
last week, which has a rela-
tively weaker team." 
more run over the plate in Alan.Russel 4 2 2 p.m. at Nicholson pavilion pool. The girls construct 'their own costumes and set .. Resting me es.· · · ip.gton;"Dr.GlennClark,llPaJ,jet 
the last half of the sixth inning. Jack Nighbert 5 1 2 here from top left: Cayla Maschmedt, Dee Dee Mudge, Mickey Demko, and Kathy Beltz. Winning the peile vault With on the "Parasites of Bird~:''. 
The rest of thegamewasscore. Gary Axtell 5 2 1 ' · a vault of 13 feet and 6 iriches, and Dr. Donald Baepler, chA.lr;. 
Central lost both games 
against Western last Saturday, 
the first by a score of 9-3, 
the second by a score of 12-5. 
The first game started off in 
favor of.Western, with two runs 
being scored in the first in. 
less, ending 9_3 in favor of Les Galley 3 2 . 2 Bottom: Karen Peterson and Carol. Hauss le. Ron Mead duplicated last weeks man of the department of biO.: 
Western. Avwel Bejama 3 1 1 · · · · I I · feat. Gordy Stenerson won the logical sciences, gave a paj>er 
The second game started Warren Levenhagen 4 0 1 · .. A • • • ; cr·1 m' s' . o· n Cora s s a· ., e· discus with.a .throw bf 151 feet. titled. "Hybridization in Bil'ds:" 
much more favorably for the ,Bill Salisbury 42 00 11 Seven ct1v1t1es ·. . . . ya~~b. d:. h.n~~ .t.w.im,o~ :e:.51;/ •. ~ ..•.• 
cats, despite the heavy winds. Duane Hammil 1 Even though the cold sapped co. John Skov 3 1 1 wh le Leonard Lloyd won . the 
ordination, the first inning end. AB RH Set for Spr·1n· g .. A·nn. ua· .I ·Sho· w·· To· n·1·g· ht 330•yard intermediate hurdles, ed a.2 in favor of the Cats. Vernell Chandler 4 2 1 John Ka.ras won the javelin foss 
SECOND INNING The inning was highlighted by Norm Webstad 3 2 l with a throw cif 210feetand 10% 
The second inning started off Western's Nighbert hitting a Gordon Prentice 3 1 O A busy MIA schedule for Spr. inches. . 
on the same foot, withWestern's home run with one man on base. Dave Klovda:hl 2 0 1 ing Quarter is being planned By KATHY HALVORSEN Pauline Pheasant, president of SCORE: Central 107, Whitworth 
Jack Nighbert scoring a run. The cats then scored two Jim Staff 3 0 0 by Tom Anderson, MIA Direct. "Fantasy in Space," an ima- Crimson Corals, said. 38 .. 
central was held scoreless until more runs, but could not keep n11-mmons.. 2 0 O,or, seven sporting events will gin~y trip to c;mter space op~ns . At the rece~t Northwest A<;iua.. 440 Relay - Central (Beiber, 
the fifth inning, when pitcher up with the Western squad. John Hartle · 3 O O ·.take place during the span start. tonight at the Nicholson. pavilion he Art Festival held April 2 Esser, Stagner, Kjolso)>43,6, 
. Sam Chastain singled to right At the end of the fourth inning, Gene Crater 2 O 0 ·mg with Wrestling on April 12 pool. The water ballet show, put and 3. in Corvallis, Oregon, three SP.McL~ughin (W), Baskett(C), ~eld, driving a run across the the score stood at 7•5 in favor Butch Hill 2 O O and ending with Golf on June 2. on by the Crimso~ Corals sta:ts of t~e girl~ entered and rec~~ved cox (C), 55-91,4 (stadium re. 
plate. Later in the inning, cat of western. AB R H other sports offered will be soft. at 8. p,m., and lS also playing ratings m. the competition. cord). . · · 
Norm Webstad drove in another cwsc AB R H Alan Russel 4 1 2 ball badminton singles handball· tomorrow evening at the same Karen Peterson and Carol Hausle 100 - Kjolso (C),. Beiber (C), 
nm . when he singled, dr~ving Vernell Chandler 4 0 1 Jack Nighbert 5 3 1 singles track and field and ten. time. . performed a duet number and Beebe (W), 9.6 (wind aided). [tile' ball over ttw. pltc)ler's_llead Norm Webstad 4 o 2 Gary Axtell 4 1 O nis. ' _ ' The .admission charge is 75 Dianne Goet.schius performed a HJ-..,. Douglas (C), Elliott (W), 
and in the hole between the Gordon Prentice 3 o o Avwel Bejama · 5 2 -1'·. cur,r.ently. the ,winter sports. cents for adults, 50 ,cents for solo in the competition and was Triplett. (C), 6·0. 
shortstop and second baseman. Dave Klovda:hl 3 1 1 Warren,Leve~agen 4 1' '0'.sclledule .is coming, to a close students viithiSGAtcards, 1.and 25 chosetf,tO'pel'form in an eveno· :'.LJ'~.Kj~lso (C), Nelson (C), 
ning, 
-· -· 
TELEVISION SET 
General Electric 
· One Year Old 
Price: $150 
(Store value: $250) 
Call Erika Sadu · 
College office: 313 
Home: 962-4587 
• --~'\ - I\ , • 
-------------------------. Bill SaliSbnry -· : ,r 4 1~-'l! ·~~th the J:>asketball playoffs arid .,cents'1()1,' children;·::· : '.'";"' ,., ,,,,. ing she;>,'\'( t:t}ffi;-e. ..,.:.;, ... ,... .. , .· .. Jlps~ino {'Y)., . .?2-103/4/ '- < 
'w· .. e ·Ap'p'' ·1-aud Duane Richardson 1"' '4 1 · 3 the swimminifcotripetition.· The Each year tnel'Cr1mson·Cora:ls ---··,-------------.. ·:~.._ ........................... """'_ ..... __ .......... ""'"" ""'""T4•'; .. · 
John Fleemer 2 1 0 elgibility for participants. are presents awaterballetshowdur- .,,, o· .· .. E' 'A .... : .. _.N· ·.·· .' ' ... s.· ... ·.· .... ~.· .. ··•.·
Les Gal:ey 3 1 lUmited to those who live iii their ing spring quarter. Much work THE HOBBY SHOP .·E.·s·ou· l·RE. -.. .-----------~ respective living groups and to goes into such a production, and 
those who wish to represent off • .the work is done by the girls in THE campus groups. Anyone whohas the group. They make their own SLOT CAR. Ba· ... b.. ·s· h .. · . 
lettered in a varsity sportofthis costumes and the sets for the , ··.· ... ·.'.· . · er .. · .··o .... p· .. ·. R. d. & TV" , . 
nature will not be a:ble to part~ show. . a 10 . . . ·.· ...• , ... all. those people who will be participating 
, in the forthcoming ·commencement exercises and 
'are preparing now! 
'.'We Applaud" is sponsored by. your 
· Coflege Bookstore. 
FABRIC 
SHOP 
412 N. Pine Street ) 
Everything for· Your 
Sewing Needs 
Webster's 
Cafe AND SMOKE HOUSE For 
COMPLETE RELAXATION 
,QR 
FINEST 
FOODS 
Where· All 
;. Ttie Gourmets. Meet 
,BREA~FAST - LUNCH - DINNERS 
FOR YOUR 
FAVORITE 
BEVERAGE 
Visit Our Relaxing 
BRAND ROOM 
The Smoke House 
'NOted for it's freshest cigars, pipe tobacco, cigarettes and fine as-· 
fJortment of pipes. 
','IF WE DON'T HAVE IT WE'LL GET IT'' 
WHERE All COLLEGE FRIENDS MER 
'cipate. Alfstudents who are in.' The following girls will be RACING 710 '111...1 . w .. , t'. 
terested in turning out for the appearing in "Fantasy in Space:" . . · . · · · · 1"111111 e , G n U 
Spring Events should contact Pauline Ph e as ant, Barbara · · Aero'$ From Scienc• Bldg. 
their dorm MIA representative. ~~~~~. C~ya;:~a:chel~~dt,~~~~ All TYPES . . , fbUn BARBERS~ 
Racquet Squad : 
Faces Falcons 
CENTRAL'S TENNIS TEAM, 
emerging as a strong possible 
contender for the EvCo net ti• 
tle, hopes to improve on its 3.-
1 record this weekend, playing 
host to always surprising Whit. 
worth Friday, and entertaining 
Seattle Pacific College Satur. 
day. Both matches start .at 
1:30 p.m. Next Tuesday, they 
journey to Walla Walla for a 
non-league encounter with per. 
ennial district champion, Whit. 
man, also very tough this year. 
One thing is certain, Coach 
Dean Nicholson is providing 
his team with plenty of . tough 
opponents this year. 
cATs w:iN' 
Not wanting to be outdone by. 
the school's other athletic 
teams, the Wildcat net team 
racked up victories number 2 
and 3, before being nudged by 
conference favorite Western, 
4-3, in a closely contested af. 
fair. 
LAST THURSDAY, the tennis 
team easily disposed of Pa-
clfic Lutheran University wino 
ning six matches, losing one. 
Coming through for Central in 
the singles · division, Forest 
Latham beat Mike Ford, 6°2, 
and 6·2; Jim Cole ran over 
Glenn Graham, 6-0, 6°0; Colin· 
Hergert defeated Dave Stein, 
6.2, and 6•1; and Randy Aust 
topped Mike Leppaluto, 6-3, 9-
. 7. Freshman Steve Dudley of 
Central was PLU's only vic-
tim, losing to Emery Billings, 
4-6, 2-6. 
of Powered Hobbies. " 
. Mudge, Carol Harsle, Judy Dick- Cpe'it.-9·.· 6 :.._ WO 2-2887 
enson, Bobbie Shook, Karen Pet. 
erson, Dianne Goetschius, and 914 E. Capital '?25_5554 <(OME IN ANY TIME! 
Mary Jane Lehman. Pauline 
Pheasant, Karen Peterson, and ~============~-=============­
Dianne Goetschius will appear· 
in solo numbers. 
"It is entirely an entertain. 
ment show, meant for all ages,'' 
· Check These 
Values ••• · 
'64 Mercury Montclair, 4-
dr. hardtop, fully 
equipped, ... $2799 
'64 Ford XL 500, 4-dr., 
hardtop, P.S., P.8., 
WSW tires. . . $2699 
'64 Ford Galaxie 500, 4-
dr., hardtop, full 
power. ·- ,, .$2599 
'63 Dodge Station Wagon, 
V-8, automatic $1699 
'61 fv1ercury Station 
Wagon, P.S. 
automatic. . .. $1399 
'63 Plymouth 4-dr., 
V-8, automatic .... $1399 
'62 Comet 5-22, bucket 
seats, standard 
trans ....... $1299 
'63 Studebaker 4-dr., 
automatic. . .. $1299 
KELLEHER 
Motor Co. 
.--.·:· .. : ... ;·. 
·,: -~_~:-:: '1.•- ' 
.. If I were asked to state the great objective which 
Church and State are.both demanding for the sake'· 
of every man and woman and ~hild in this country, 
I would say that that great objective is •a more 
abundant life'." FrtJltkUn D. ROOMvell 
MONEY TALKS. 
. And its tone is persuasive with an NB of C sp~ . 
. . cial chec. king a.ccount .. A .. · · great w .. ay to. o. ·.rgan.·iz:···· •. 
your. budget ••. have money when you need it. 
Learn how convenient it is-'and how effective 
~to have your own. personal checking account! 
NBC 
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE 
A pxJ pl.a ti> ,,_ . 
Ellensburg Office 
John A. Reitsch; :Mgr; 
501 N. Pearl Street 
• 
·Five Tube: 
Radio 
$14.95 
• 
$1.00 Off 
On All Records 
_; - . 
Over·· 
$3.98 
Large Stock 
··Current· Hits 
Radio and TV 
Repair 
OPEN 
8:30 A.M .• 5:30 P.M. 
4th and Rul>Y 
.·k 
c ~··\: 
.. - "" 2.~· ;~------:--:----------------...-. ,,2 ... 
Page 4 Funderburk Presents 
Program About Japan 
By LINDA GEORGE arid the relative backwardness 
"Dr. Funderburk on Japan- of modern India; a difference 
The Educational System" was he attributed in1arge part lo 
the topic of a program presented education. Whereas, quoted Dr, 
by Dr. Funderburk, professor Funderburk, the literacy rate in 
of geography. The program was Japan is 98.4 per cent, the rate 
a special aspect of the April 7 in India is greatly lower. Re-
.meeting of SNEA, held at 7:30 suiting in India are language 
p,m., in the Grupe Conference barriers, particularism, decen. 
Books Revert 
To SGA Soon 
Once again SGA Treasur· 
er, Erin Caldwell, would like 
to remind those who have not 
picked up their books from 
the SGA Book Exchange to 
do so as soon as possible. 
Philosophy Professor Discusses 
Rand's 'The Virtue of Selfishness' 
"Books not picked up by 
April 30, 1965, will auto-
matically revert to:SGA, ail~t 
be sold," Caldwell said. 
Center. tralized government, lack of in. Cl w •1• 
Dr. Funderburk has taught at dustrialization, and universal ass . r1 1ng 
cwsc since 1947 and during poverty. -
that time has traveled all over RIGOROUS SCHOLASTIC k h 
the world. In 1960.61 he was COMPETITION Boo . c apters 
honored with a sabbatical during Dr. Funderburk warned that in 
which time he traveled chiefly Japan, scholastic competition is Chapter by chapter, the stu-
in Europe. In the summer of rigorous, and entrance into in. dents in Journalism 369, the 
1964 he made his f'irst visit to stitutions of higher educationdif. Press and society, are writ. 
Japan where he remained for ficult. (He ascribed the diffi.o ing a book. The title is "The 
six weeks. culty to lack of housing space Role of the Press in Society." 
"POWER OF EDUCATION" for schools rather than to lack The class, an advanced 
Dr. Funderburk stressed the of faculty personnel.) Rigorous journalism class, chose topics 
"power of education" in Japan competition invites much study · for the various chapters from 
to make that country one of on the students' part; homework a list of charges made against 
the most unifie,d and highly in. in introduced in the earliest the press, of arguments on be-
du.strialized nations in the world. years, he said. half of the press, and of ac-
Modern communications and sci.. Highlighting the program were cusations and answers facing 
entific r.esearch, as results of Dr. Funderburk's colorful slides the press of today. First 
widespread education, have aided showing many facets of Japan. chapter is "Famous Martyrs 
in the growth of trade, cities, ese life: the beautiful Mt. Fuji of the Press." Last chapter 
industrialization, and a highar the Cherry Blossom festival, th~ of the book will be "Truth 
standard of living in Japan, To- misty inland sea, agricultural in Advertising." 
day Japan has one of the larg. peasants, and many grinning Since there are 26 members 
est steel plants in the world, school.children. of the class, the book the group 
and a ·great number of small In closing, Dr. Funderburk is preparing will have 26 chap. 
farm tractors are being manu. especially acknowledged the kind. ters. It will be put on re-
factured for domestic use, he ness shown him by the Japanese serve in the library and will 
said. people during his stay in their grow as chapters are finished 
Dr. Funderburk made a com- country. He called it their "uni.. and added to it by other mem. 
parative analysis between there- versa! courtesy/' - bers of the class. The first 
lative progressiveness of modern · two chapters were completed 
Japan, a country caught in the Teacher Education this week. 
throes_ of transitionbetweenagri.o c 1 ass members writing 
cillturalism and industriali~m, Tests April 27-29 chapters for the book are Mar._ 
jorie Fields, Paul Sugden, Gigi 
Under New 
Management 
ROL'S "SWEECY" 
BARBER SHOP 
506-Sth 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
The teacher education screen. Gerritz, William Finton, Mike 
ing tests have been scheduled Ingraham, D' Ann Dufenhorst, 
for April 27-28, and 29. If in John Anderson, Sharon Barth, 
doubt as to whether or not you Bill Lee, Rik Twiison, Frank 
need to t~e these tests, check Shoemaker, Bob McDaniel, Ray 
with the teacher education se- Cullis, Patrick D. Mccomas, 
cretary. Joe Belanger, Lori Middleton, 
All students who plan to take Donna Carroll, Larry Brooks, 
the tests must sign the rosters Greg Schmitt, Steve Mohan, 
posted on the bulletin board out. Marylyn Wilson, Kathy Halvor. 
side the reception room of the sen, Myles Medalen, Pat Rus. 
education-psychology division in sell, Lois Lakso and Gussie 
Black hall, second floor. Time Schaeffer. 
and place of testing will be post. Kni·ghts .. Hon. o.r 
ed on the sign.up rosters. 
~~~~~~~-
CWPresident 
Review of Ayn Rand's The Virtue of Selfish. 
ness, Signet Books, 1964, by John utzinger, 
Asst. Prof. of Philosophy, 
AYN RAND is a popular novelist, (Foun-
tainhead, Atlas Shrugged, etc.) who also con• 
siders . herself something of a philosopher. 
Her most recent book, The Virtue of Selfish-
ness, is a series of essays on various moral 
topics collected from her monthly publica-
tion, ''The Objectivist Newsletter," topics 
which also appear as central .themes in her 
long, preachy novels. The ethical theory 
which emerges from her novels and these 
essays deserves critical attention since it 
serves as the ideological foundation for mod. 
ern day conservatism, which is the same as 
an extreme form of 19th century laissez 
faire capitalism. I find that Rand is not so 
much a philosopher as a prophet who calls 
down doom on mankind unless they return 
to the only true, rational, and objective mor. 
ality. 
RAND'S IDEOLOGY is a blend of Greek 
rationalism, (man is a rational animal); Hob-
besian egoism, (true morality is based on en-
lightened self interest); the Calvinist work 
ethic, (man's highest virtue is productive 
work, sloth his greatest vice) and the Social 
Darwinist view that those who are most suc-
cessful in the economic struggle for sur-
vival are those who most deserve to sur-
vive. The central point in her theory is 
summed up in the following passage: "The 
standard of value of the Objectivist ethics-
the standard by which one judges what is 
good or evil- is m~'s !!!~ 1 <?!'.; lli~t, which. 
is required for man's survival qua man. 
Since reason is man's basic means of sur. 
vival, that which is· proper to the life of a 
rational being is the good; that which negates, 
opposes or destroys it is the evil. 
SINCE EVERYTHING man needs has to be 
discovered by his own mind and produced by 
his own effort, the two essentials of the meth-
od of survival proper to a rational being are 
thinking and productive work." (p, 23) 
The two greatest enemies' of mankind are 
Christianity and Communism, since each ad~ 
vocates a form of the ethic of altruism: 
Christianity because of its ideal of selfless 
love and self.sacrifice, Communism because 
it sacrifices the interests of the individual 
for the interests of the group. Historically 
each movement has employed violence and 
crimes against individuals in the pursuit of 
its mystical and irrational goals. It is in-
teresting to note that Rand is one of the few 
contemporary conservatives who claims that 
Christianity is basically incompatible with the 
ideals of a Capitalistic society. The prac-
tical implications of this ethical theory read 
like a page out of the last Republican Plat. 
erance, the fulfillment and the· enjoyment 
of his own life." There is no such thing 
as a right to a job, food, clothing, recrea-
tion, a home, medical care, education. Each 
of these values each man must earn by the 
sweat of his own brow or by trading what 
he has created for what he needs from others 
on a free and open market. This is the ideal 
of Rand's rational man. 
THERE IS no doubt that Rand's key con. 
cept is that of the rational: a concept which 
she uses to beg all of the really important 
moral questions. If a man has nothing of 
value to trade to others (who are suppos. 
ed to be rational agents also), this is due 
solely to his choice not to use his mind in 
productive work and .he therefore deserves 
to lose out ·in the competitive struggle for 
survival. His only recourse is to be a 
parasite on the brains and efforts of others, 
i.e. to be a looter or a moocher-Rand's 
favorite terms of moral contempt. One looks 
in vain for any hint of mercy or love in 
Rand's ethics to temper this grim picture. 
Rational love, for Rand, is only currency 
to be traded to others in payment for pro-
ductive work or superior virtue. The un.· 
conditional love taught by Christ is reject. 
ed since it may be given to those who are 
not worthy of it, ·i.e. who are not them-
selves rational and productively self • suf-
ficient men. One must not just seek happi.; 
ness, but rational happiness - not simply 
his own . self interest, but his rational self 
interest, not just satisfy any old desires but 
only his rational ones, not just any man deo 
serves to survive, only the rational man. 
That this is circular is easily shown. One 
· of Rand's key assumptions is that the interQ 
ests of rational men can never come into 
conflict. What if my interests come into 
conflict with yours? On Rand's thesis, one 
of our interests must be irrational, and thus 
not deserving of satisfaction. But which 
·one?? If, as Rand says, a rational man is 
one who uses his brains in order to further 
his own self interest and his own survival 
then why stop at theft, deceit or violence 
if. these are the ·best means to the enhance- · 
ment of my own life? But Rand rules these 
methods out as unworthy of rational men. 
But again, on what grounds? The rational, 
but inferior man (the man who can't make 
it on his own-i.e. the Negro, the migrant 
workers, the Mexican Peasant, etc.), would 
then have to will his own sacrifice in favor of 
the· interests of the superior man, But who 
then would be the most rational? The two 
standards are incompatible. Either a man 
is superior because he is the. most success. 
ful in the struggle, or else he is superior be-
cause he is the most rational, and in the 
case of the man who is culturally or con. 
stitutionally incapable of winning in such a 
struggle the most rational course would be 
to sacrifice his interests to those of the 
strongest, · 
Dr. James Brooks, Central form, with qualifications: the· only role of 
president and past national act. government is to protect man's only right-
visor of the Intercollegiate his right to his own life, i.e. "the freedom to 
Knights National Honorary Ser. take all the actions required by the nature 
vice Fraternity, was honored of a rational being for the support, the furth. 
April 12 by the Claw Chapter. · --:------:::--------iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
He was chosen to be honored I f • s f 
guest because he was. granted n erv1ews e 
the title of "Founder!.' in 1960. 
The title was granted by the f J · h 
36th General Assembly for re. or eac ers 
•Cognition of his work in , estab., 
lishing a national executive se. Representatives from the fol. 
cretary type Of government •. Men lowing school districts will be on 
who have contributed to the build. campus to interview prospective 
ing of the national organization teachers for positions with their 
have been granted the title of districts, Erling J. Oakland, 
Founder by the General As· placement director, said. 
sembly. A 11 interested candidates 
• F R E N C H p 0 0 D L. E R A D I 0 • The date also commemorates should sign up at the placement 
the founding of the service fra- office in Barge hall, room 206, · 
. . . ternity by three students at the f th t· f · d" "d I · The something new you have been looking for. Just University of Washington in 1922 or e ime 0 an m ivi ua m. 
tune in your favorite station from a built-in cle·ar-toned It also calls attention to th~ terview. f April 19-Manson, Connell, 6 transistor radio. 13 in. long, 9 in. high. Per ect for ideals, the history and the pur. carnation and Moxee. 
ord and young alike. Send. $18.95 money order or.check. poses of the Intercollegiate April 2~Shoreline and Selah. 
. Postage prepaid .. Black or white. · Knights. April 21-Highline and Waits. 
burg. 
• 
I 
''NOW'' 
For a Touch of ~pring 
It's 
Pri nee Matchabel Ii' s 
I I SPRING FANCY'' 
At 
4th and Pine Phone 925-5344 COULEE SHORES IMPORT CO •. 
Box 150 Grand Coulee, Wash. 99133 
Jewelry Film 
'Arouses Interest' 
April 22-North Kitsap, Hoqu. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I iam and Enumclaw. 
SEND TO 
Name .................................................................•.... 
Address ------- .................... --- ......................................................................................... "' 
Ci,ty 
------------------------·-·----···--------·---p·----·-·----------·-----
State .. _ ...... ------ --·-- -. --- ---'-- ... --- --... -.. -. --- --·'· -··· -·····---···· 
April 23-Tacoma, Sumner and 
Forest Grove, Oregon. 
A CWSC produced film, "Jew. Representatives from three 
elry-Beads," "arouses interest companies will also interview 
in an art that has great: pgten-. Arts and Sciences candidates for 
tialities" according to the re- various positions. 
view in the January, 1965 School On April 21 the Upjohn Phar. 
Arts magazine. maceutical Company will be look. 
Two associate professors of ing for candidates with a back. 
art, ·Frank Bach and Ramona ground in science and business. 
Solberg, produced the film. B.ach The Firestone Tire and Rubber 
did the photography on the 10 Company will be interviewing 
minute color film. He has pro- for sales management and in 
duced several art • education credit and retread sales man. 
,._.-. ..... H-••••••••.i#,,_,.,':,••••••••••••••••••••,•••••-•• films. agement careers. 
' 'SAVINGS!'' 
All National Brand 
l. P. and Stereo's 
L.P.'s and $3.98-$4.98 
Stereo's $2.77-$3.77 
............ Discounted $1.00 · 
THRU 
SATURDAY 
All 45 R.P.M. List LOO 
-- .... •· ....... - ...... . 
.... now 87• 
Top 50 Pops in Weekly . 
You May Order Any Record Not in Stock.· 
·Full line Fishing Tackle . . . Discounted 
6 Snelled Hooks, Reg. 5c 
750 yds. Monofllament Spinning Line List $1.9& NOW 874 
lustre Creme Hair Spray 1 .4-~z._ 9.9c.Li~t .•..• 584. UNITED .STATES 
COAST 
Q.UA:RD 
· fGI' further information contact 
The Coast Guard Officer Pro· 
curement Team at the Student 
Union Bldg. from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 19 April 1965. Officer 
Qualification Tests may be 417 No. Pearl =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~bnanytimebyaepoi~me~. ~HlNGTON DAIRY PRODUCTS COMMISSION, SEATTLE 
.. 
GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
Temporarily meeting at YMCA - 4th and Water. New 
Church completed soon - 12th and B. 
Services - Easter - April 18 
7:00 a.m.:Choral Holy Communion 
10:00 a.m.: Choral Holy Communion 
18 FLAVORS ICE CREAM 
BANANA SPLITS 
SUNDAES 
ALWAYS A SPECIAL 
Phone:925-0441 
7th and Main 
Open 6:45 - Show 7:00 
(At 8:45 Only) 
"GIVE ME ANY AMERICAN 
~llulr&\l,fo~·j 
-M-6-M "'""'A PERLBERG·SEAION PROOUCTION1sr11•11 
AMES GARNER ·EVA MARIE SAINT 
: RODTAYlOR 
PANAVISION® 
OPEN 1:45 STARTS SUNDAY! ;~_~%1' 
The love story of a born loserl From the 
makers of ''LOVE WITH A PROPER STRAN-
GER'' and ''TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD'' . 
STEVE lEE DON. . 
M'QUEEN·REMICK·MURRAY 
~ ,, PAKULA- '; ... :ii I I ..lfl~ MULLIGAN'$/wl/JiY· 
. ·, W.the11/'1Jid I 
· mif~,/i 
. 1;1811// 
Co-HitStarring VINCENT PRICE 
"MASQUE-of the RED DEATH" 
Fri., Sat., & Sun. 
Open 6:45-Show 7: 15 
OUTSTANDING COLOR PROGRAM! 
Step into 
the world 
of Henry Orient 
PaN AR.TS COMPB.NV ...... ,. PE.TeR. se~ERS . 
PaUIA peeNliSS & AnGEl9 larNSBURY 
ii~~llE . -~$· At 
'""""'"UNITED ARTISTS ----••• 7:20 & 12:30 
